**LEGEND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ja</td>
<td>January</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>February</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr</td>
<td>March</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ju</td>
<td>June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>September</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oc</td>
<td>October</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>November</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ABORIGINAL NURSES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA**

Aboriginal Nurses Association of Canada elects new president 4 Fe

**ABORIGINAL PEOPLES**

Aboriginal Nurses Association of Canada elects new president 4 Fe  
Aboriginal nursing program benefits from new funding 6 Oc

**ABSENTEEISM**

Unhealthy work environments take a toll: Real change a must (Little) 32 Fe

**ACADEMY OF CANADIAN EXECUTIVE NURSES**

ACEN welcomes new executive director 11 Fe

**AFGHANISTAN**

A first-hand account of how Canada is changing the lives of Afghan women (Webber) 14 Ju  
Honouring nurses in the Canadian Forces 15 S  
Parliament Hill provides stage for National Nursing Week activities 15 S

**AFRICA**

CNA director joins state visit: Charting progress and examining challenges in Africa 20 Fe

**ALBERTA**

CCHSA officially opens satellite office 7 Mr  
CCHSA opens office in Western Canada 6 Ja  
Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGonigal, Syverson) 29 Ja

**AMBULATORY CARE FACILITIES**

Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGonigal, Syverson) 29 Ja

**AMOS, STEPHANIE**

Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg) 30 N

**ANDERSON, JOAN M.**

Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan) 24 Oc

**ANTIRETROVIRAL AGENTS**

Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS 8 Mr

**ASOCIACION DE ENFERMERAS/OS NICARAGÜENSES**

SNNAI representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma

**ASOCIACION NACIONAL DE ENFERMERAS DE EL SALVADOR**

SNNAI representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma

**ASSESSMENT STRATEGIES INC.**

ASI offers new workshop for nursing educators 17 Ju  
CNA and ASI pilot state-of-the-art testing technology 13 Ma  
CNA director takes over the helm of testing company 13 Al

**ASSOCIATION OF REGISTERED NURSES OF NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR**

Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja

**AUFFREY, LUCILLE**

Acting on our social conscience 3 Ja  
The collaboration continuum (editorial) 2 Ju  
Meeting our potential — and changing the course of health care 3 N  
Nurses realize the full potential of technology 3 Ma  
Nursing education: An agenda of substance 3 S  
Working toward accessible, equitable care 3 Oc

**AWARDS AND PRIZES**

Certification program launches new initiative 9 Fe  
Congratulations are in order! 8 Al  
CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N  
Knowledge champion recognized by CCHSE 9 S  
Nursing leader appointed to the Order of Canada 7 S

**BAKER, G. ROSS**

Creating reporting and learning cultures in healthcare organizations (Jeffis, Law) 16 Mr

**BARTFAY, WALLY J.**

Who will teach the nurses of the future? (Howse) 24 S

**BARWICH, DORIS**

Telehealthing in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, MacCormack) 24 Ma

**BAUMBUSCH, JENNIFER**

Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

**BENNETT, LORNA**

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Blakeley) 14 Ja

**BEST, DONNA G.**

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja

**BISEXUALITY**

The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

**BLAKELEY, JUDITH**

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett) 14 Ja

**BLOOD DONORS**

Canada hosts third annual World Blood Donor Day on June 14 5 Ju

**BLOOD PRESSURE CANADA**

Nurses have a role to play in public education on hypertension 10 Al

**BOOK REVIEW**

The Healthcare Professional’s Guide to Clinical Cultural Competence (Varcoe) 6 Mr

**BOOKS**

Chronicling a life in nursing 7 S  
New book gives voice to homeless activists 6 S

**BOYCE, GAIL**

Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

**BREAST NEOPLASMS**

Joanne Barry: Reaching out to educate about breast health (Mosgrove) 34 Oc

**BRITISH COLUMBIA**

Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft, Scott) 28 Ma  
Telehealthing in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma

**BROWN, YVONNE**

Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Neudorf, Poitras, Rodger) 29 Mr
Burkoski, Vanessa
Identifying risk: The limitations of incident reporting 12 Mr

Canada Health Infoway
Canada Health Infoway announces support network for clinicians 9 N
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Embracing information technology — A two-way street (Nagle) 40 Ma

Canadian Association for Critical Care Nurses
Association promotes excellence in wound, ostomy and continence nursing 13 Oc

Canadian Association for Parish Nursing Ministry
Nursing the needs of the body, mind and spirit (Murphy) 6 Ju

Canadian Association for the History of Nursing
Association promotes nursing history in Canada 11 Fe

Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses
Association offers dynamic connections… Making a critical difference 11 Ja

Canadian Association of Neonatal Nurses
Association committed to health and wellness of neonatal nurses, newborns and their families 10 Mr

Canadian Association of Nurses in AIDS Care
Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc

Canadian Association of Nurses in Oncology
CNA and ASI pilot state-of-the-art testing technology 13 Ma

Canadian Association of Schools of Nursing
CASN launches website on pandemic planning 6 Ma
The collaboration continuum; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ju
Educating nurses about environmental health 19 N
Fostering excellence in nursing education research 47 S
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouellet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju
Survey results point to some progress, areas of concern 19 N

Canadian Blood Services
Canada hosts third annual World Blood Donor Day on June 14 5 Ju

Canadian College of Health Service Executives
Knowledge champion recognized by CCHSE 9 S

Canadian Council on Health Services Accreditation
CCHSA officially opens satellite office 7 Mr
CCHSA opens office in Western Canada 6 Ja
Charter signatories leading by example 17 S
Creating reporting and learning cultures in health-care organizations (Jeffs, Law, Baker) 16 Mr
The quality journey — advancing patient safety (Nicklin) 44 Mr

Canadian Federation of Nurses Unions
Charter signatories leading by example 17 S
Practice environments: What’s new at CNA? 11 Ja
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S

Canadian Forces
Honouring nurses in the Canadian Forces 15 S

Canadian Gerontological Nursing Association
Raising awareness of the importance of immunization 5 Al

Canadian Health Services Research Foundation
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S
Stories for Safety: Sharing the evidence 7 Mr

Canadian Healthcare Association
Charter signatories leading by example 17 S

Canadian Heraldic Authority
Mussallem honoured for heraldic work 5 Fe

Canadian Holistic Nurses Association
Association promotes holistic nursing practice 10 Ja

Canadian Hypertension Education Program
Nurses have a role to play in public education on hypertension 10 Al

Canadian Institute for Health Information
CNA calls for action on human resources strategy 10 Ja
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft, Scott) 28 Ma
Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe

Canadian International Development Agency
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlrich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju
Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
International health partnerships in action 12 Ja
SNAP representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma
Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al

Canadian Men in Nursing Group
New Canada-wide group promotes men in nursing 7 Oc

Canadian Network of National Accreditation Organizations of Regulators
Canadians promote the health and wellness of newborns and their families 10 Mr
Association offers dynamic connections… Making a critical difference 11 Ja

Canadian Nurses Association
Association promotes excellence in wound, ostomy and continence nursing 13 Oc
Association promotes holistic nursing practice 10 Ja
Association promotes nursing history in Canada 11 Fe
Association represents the voice of community health nurses 15 Al
Committed to excellence in gastroenterology nursing 13 Al
Members’ focus is the health and safety of workers 21 N
Nurses enhancing the quality of pain management 19 S
awards and prizes
Certification program launches new initiative 9 Fe
Exemplary employers recognized 18 S

Board of Directors
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
Planning for the future: Moving toward 2020 21 S

Canadian Registered Nurse Examination
CRNE data provide a snapshot of new nurses 12 Ma
CRNE reports benefit educators and HHR planning 17 Ju

Centennial
Centennial countdown 12 Oc
Centennial Leadership Cabinet meets at CNA House 17 N
Your association is turning 100! 13 S
certification
Certification program launches new initiative 9 Fe
CNA and ASI pilot state-of-the-art testing technology 13 Ma
Take a leadership role — Think certification! 12 Oc

Chief executive officer
Acting on our social conscience (Auffrey) 3 Ja
The collaboration continuum; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ja
Meeting our potential — and changing the course of health care (Auffrey) 3 N
Nurses realize the full potential of technology (Auffrey) 3 Ma
Nursing education: An agenda of substance (Auffrey) 3 S
Patent safety high on our agenda (Auffrey) 3 Mr
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc
code of ethics
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Al
Enduring values in changing times: The CNA codes of ethics (Storch) 29 Al
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCull, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc
An intensive process of revision for an important document 30 Al
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc
e-Nursing Strategy for Canada
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
Nurses realize the full potential of technology (Auffrey) 3 Ma
government relations
Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe
Nurses realize the full potential of technology...
We must use our voices and speak up about the importance of immunization (Auffrey) 3 Al
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc

In Memoriam

Paying tribute to RNs who have died in the line of duty (Ma)

International Cooperation

Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlrich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju
CNA brings voice of Canadian nurses to international conference 15 Ma
CNA director joins state visit: Charting progress and examining challenges in Africa 20 Fe
The collaboration continues; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ju

Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS (Mr)
From the state visit blog: South Africa (Webber) 23 Fe
Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
International health partnerships in action 12 Ja
Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma
New DVD addresses the stigma of HIV/AIDS 15 Ju

Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
SNNAP representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma
SNNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al

Thinking, looking and learning globally (Smadu) 2 Oc
Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja
National Nursing Week

Celebrating nurses: Take a closer look 7 Ma
Honouring nurses in the Canadian Forces 15 S
Parliament Hill provides stage for National Nursing Week activities 15 S

Policies

Educating nurses about environmental health 19 N
Increased focus on environmental health 17 S
Nurse practitioners may soon have expanded prescribing authority 18 N
Planning for the future: Moving toward 2020 21 S

Resolutions Committee seeks submissions 9 Ja
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S

Strengthening the role of nurses in emergency preparedness 16 Ju
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc

President

Achieving high-quality workplaces by sharing responsibility for action (Smadu) 2 N
Collaboration and innovation needed to address shortage (Smadu) 3 Al
Education as political activity (Smadu) 2 S
Planning for the future: Moving toward 2020 21 S
Thinking, looking and learning globally (Smadu) 2 Oc
We must use our voices and speak up about nursing (Smadu) 3 Fe

Witnessing PQRST in action (Smadu) 3 Ju

Publications

CRNE data provide a snapshot of new nurses 12 Ma
CRNE reports benefit educators and HHR planning 17 Ju
Framework offers a common understanding of RN practice 13 Oc
Practice environments: What’s new at CNA? 11 Ja
Survey results point to some progress, areas of concern 19 N
Virtual CNA Memorial Book to be available in 2008 13 Ma

Subsidiaries

AS! offers new workshop for nursing educators 17 Ju
CNA and AS! pilot state-of-the-art testing technology 13 Ma
CNA director takes over the helm of testing company 13 Al
CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr

Workshops

Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja

CANADIAN NURSES FOUNDATION

Certification program launches new initiative 9 Fe
Promoting nursing research and education: Now and for the future! 9 Ja

CANADIAN NURSES PROTECTIVE SOCIETY

CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr

CANADIAN NURSING COALITION FOR IMMUNIZATION

Raising awareness of the importance of immunization 5 Al

CANADIAN NURSING STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION

Highlights from the board meetings 16 S

CANADIAN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSES ASSOCIATION

Members’ focus is the health and safety of workers 21 N

CANADIAN PAIN SOCIETY

Nurses enhancing the quality of pain management 19 S

CANADIAN PATIENT SAFETY INSTITUTE

Applications open for studentships in patient safety 7 Mr
CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr
Patient safety high on our agenda (Auffrey) 3 Mr
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S

CANADIAN RAINBOW HEALTH COALITION

The LGTB Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tan, Third) 8 Ma

CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N

COMMUNICATION

Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES ASSOCIATION OF CANADA

Association represents the voice of community health nurses 15 Al

COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING

Association represents the voice of community health nurses 15 Al

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGonigal, Syversson) 29 Ja

CONGRESSIONS

Advanced nursing practice: Gaining momentum 12 Al
CNA brings voice of Canadian nurses to international conference 15 Ma
Collaboration and innovation needed to address shortage (Smadu) 3 Al
Seizing opportunities to take action; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Mr
SNNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S
Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al
We must use our voices and speak up about nursing (Smadu) 3 Fe

CONTINUITY OF PATIENT CARE

Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

CANADIAN STROKE NETWORK

National Stroke Nursing Council promotes leadership, education, research 10 Al

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION

Simulation in acute care supports clinical nurse educators (Reid) 6 Fe

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Kmill, Sherrington, Third) 8 Ma

CHILD

Donna Hagerty: A source of inspiration, information and hope for parents and their children (Tosh-Kennedy) 18 Mr
Model empathy and respect when immunizing children who fear needles (Ives) 6 Al

CHRONIC DISEASE

Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Duhrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

CLIMATE

Publication tackles effect of climate change on health 6 Ja

CLINICAL COMPETENCE

Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouellet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju

COLLEGE OF REGISTERED NURSES OF MANITOBA

College launches TV handwashing campaign 8 Ja

COLLEGE OF REGISTERED NURSES OF NOVA SCOTIA

CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N

CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N

CNA director takes over the helm of testing technology 13 Ma
CNA and AS! pilot state-of-the-art testing technology 13 Ma
CNA director takes over the helm of testing company 13 Al
CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr

workshops

Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja

CANADIAN NURSES FOUNDATION

Certification program launches new initiative 9 Fe
Promoting nursing research and education: Now and for the future! 9 Ja

CANADIAN NURSES PROTECTIVE SOCIETY

CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr

CANADIAN NURSING COALITION FOR IMMUNIZATION

Raising awareness of the importance of immunization 5 Al

CANADIAN NURSING STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION

Highlights from the board meetings 16 S

CANADIAN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSES ASSOCIATION

Members’ focus is the health and safety of workers 21 N

CANADIAN PAIN SOCIETY

Nurses enhancing the quality of pain management 19 S

CANADIAN PATIENT SAFETY INSTITUTE

Applications open for studentships in patient safety 7 Mr
CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr
Patient safety high on our agenda (Auffrey) 3 Mr
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S

CANADIAN RAINBOW HEALTH COALITION

The LGTB Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

CANADIAN REGISTERED NURSE EXAMINATION

CRNE data provide a snapshot of new nurses 12 Ma
CRNE reports benefit educators and HHR planning 17 Ju

CANADIAN SOCIETY FOR INTERNATIONAL HEALTH

Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
International health partnerships in action 12 Ja

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF GASTROENTEROLOGY NURSES AND ASSOCIATES

Committed to excellence in gastroenterology nursing 13 Al
CREDENTIAING
Reaching milestones in regulation (Sweatman) 40 Al

CRITICAL CARE
Association offers dynamic connections… Making a critical difference 11 Ja

CULTURAL COMPETENCY
A champion of diversity (Priest) 18 Fe
Cultural competency starts with respect (Smylie) 48 Oc
The Healthcare Professional’s Guide to Clinical Cultural Competence; book review (Varcoe) 6 Mr

CURRICULUM
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

DAHROUGE, SIMONE
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

DATA COLLECTION
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft, Scott) 28 Ma
Embracing information technology — A two-way street (Nagle) 40 Ma
Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N
The state of nursing informatics in Canada (Hannah) 18 Ma
Strengthening the evidence, building capacity for our future (Tomblin Murphy) 48 Ju
Survey results point to some progress, areas of concern 19 N

DEATHS
Reflections on a friend (Villeneuve) 48 S

DEMOCRATIC NURSING ORGANISATION OF SOUTH AFRICA
Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS 8 Mr
New DVD addresses the stigma of HIV/AIDS 15 Ju
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
South African government increases compensation for nurses 6 Oc

DIABETES MELLITUS
Donna Hagerty: A source of inspiration, information and hope for parents and their children (Tosh-Kennedy) 18 Mr

DIETHYLHEXYL PHTHALATE
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja

DIOXINS
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja

DISASTER PLANNING
Strengthening the role of nurses in emergency preparedness 16 Ju

DISEASE OUTBREAKS
CASN launches website on pandemic planning 6 Ma
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N
Public health infrastructure needs investment (Wilson) 44 Ja
Public health surveillance system to be delivered in 2007 6 Ma

DOMM, ELIZABETH
Developing high-quality health-care workplaces: Facilitators and barriers (Smadu, Eissley) 11 N

DONNER, GAIL J
Blending technology and practice (Wheeler) 32 Ma
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Wheeler) 24 Fe
A question of balance (Wheeler) 37 N

DREGER, IRENE
A nurse’s role in hospital design and development 14 N

DUNN, BRIAN
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Simulation in acute care supports clinical nurse educators (Reid) 6 Fe

EDUCATION, NURSING
Aboriginal nursing program benefits from new funding 6 Oc
ASI offers new workshop for nursing educators 17 Ju
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju
Education as political activity (Smadu) 2 S
Fostering excellence in nursing education research 47 S
Nursing education: An agenda of substance (Auffrey) 3 S
Nursing the needs of the body, mind and spirit (Murphy) 6 Ju
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Outlet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju
Simulation in acute care supports clinical nurse educators (Reid) 6 Fe
Survey results point to some progress, areas of concern 19 N
U of T nursing faculty receives $10 million from benefactor 5 Al
Who will teach the nurses of the future? (Bartfay, Howse) 24 S

EDUCATION, NURSING, BACCALAUREATE
The rise of accelerated baccalaureate programs (Ouellet, MacIntosh) 28 S

EDUCATION, NURSING, CONTINUING
Cancer changed Donalda MacDonald’s perspective on life—and how she teaches (Tosh-Kennedy) 17 Al
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al
Health informatics training pilot available on NurseONE 21 N
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

EISLER, KAREN
Developing high-quality health-care workplaces: Facilitators and barriers (Domm, Smadu) 11 N

EL SALVADOR
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
SNNAP representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma
SNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N
Strengthening the role of nurses in emergency preparedness 16 Ju

ENVIRONMENT
Educating nurses about environmental health 19 N
Increased focus on environmental health 17 S
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja
Publication tackles effect of climate change on health 6 Ja

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja

ETHICS, NURSING
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Al
Enduring values in changing times: The CNA codes of ethics (Storch) 29 Al
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc
An intensive process of revision for an important document 30 Al

ETHIOPIA
Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
International health partnerships in action 12 Ja
Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
SNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

ETHIOPIAN NURSES ASSOCIATION
Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
International health partnerships in action 12 Ja
Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N

EVIDENCE-BASED NURSING
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc
The EXTRA difference: Leadership development 14 Al
Take 5: Bringing research and library services to front-line staff in a community hospital (Fallis, Shaw-Daigle) 10 S
EXECUTIVE TRAINING FOR RESEARCH APPLICATION
The EXTRA difference: Leadership development 14 Al

FACULTY, NURSING
Who will teach the nurses of the future? (Bartfay, Howse) 24 S

FALLIS, WENDY
Take 5: Bringing research and library services to front-line staff in a community hospital (Fallis, Shaw-Daigle) 10 S

FAMILY PRACTICE
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ju

FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
The EXTRA difference: Leadership development 14 Al
FLETCHER, MARLA
Research resulted in awareness and improvements 16 Ja

GARTNER, JOANNE
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouilet, Thrasher, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju

GASTROENTEROLOGY
Committed to excellence in gastroenterology nursing 13 Al

GAUDRY, JACQUELINE
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Stiehlar) 22 Ja

GIBLIN, CATHY
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud) 10 Ju

GOLD, FIONA
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Payne) 19 Oc

GOLDSTONE, IRENE
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

HABJAN, SONJA
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al

HALABISKY, BRENDA
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

HANDWASHING
College launches TV handwashing campaign 8 Ja

HANNAH, KATHRYN J.
The state of nursing informatics in Canada 18 Ma

HARDER, NICOLE
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouilet, Thrasher, Gartner, Stevenson) 18 Ju

HARM REDUCTION
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

HARPER-JAQUES, SANDY
Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, McGonigal, Syverson) 29 Ja

HEALTH CANADA
Effective leadership is essential in creating healthy work environments 8 Fe

HEALTH HUMAN RESOURCES
CNA calls for action on human resources strategy 10 Ja

PARLIAMENT HILL provides stage for National Nursing Week activities 15 S

PUBLIC health infrastructure needs investment (Wilson) 44 Ja

STRENGTHENING the evidence, building capacity for our future (Tomblin Murphy) 48 Ju

Survey results point to some progress, areas of concern 19 N

Toward 2020—Encouraging discussion on future directions 12 Fe

Unhealthy work environments take a toll: Real change a must (Little) 32 Fe

Who will teach the nurses of the future? (Bartfay, Howse) 24 S

HEALTH SERVICES ACCESSIBILITY
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

HEALTH SERVICES NEEDS AND DEMAND
Strengthening the evidence, building capacity for our future (Tomblin Murphy) 48 Ju

HEMA-QUÉBEC
Canada hosts third annual World Blood Donor Day on June 14 5 Ju

HISTORY OF NURSING
Association promotes nursing history in Canada 11 Fe

Enduring values in changing times: The CNA codes of ethics (Storch) 29 Al

Museum takes history online 7 Ja

Passion for nursing rekindled (Hogan, Lovesy) 35 Ja

HIV/AIDS
Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS 8 Mr

From the state visit blog: South Africa (Webber) 23 Fe

Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja

Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma

New DVD addresses the stigma of HIV/AIDS 15 Ju

Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N

South African government increases compensation for nurses 6 Oc

HOGAN, DEBORA L.
Passion for nursing rekindled (Lovesy) 35 Ja

HOGG, WILLIAM
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Amos) 30 N

HOLISTIC NURSING
Association promotes holistic nursing practice 10 Ja

HOME CARE SERVICES
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft, Scott) 28 Ma

VON celebrates 110th anniversary: Seeks connection with alumni 8 Ju

HOMELESS PERSONS
New book gives voice to homeless activists 6 S

HOMOSEXUALITY, FEMALE
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

HOMOSEXUALITY, MALE
The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson, Tarko) 8 Oc

HOSPICES
Telenursing in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma

HOSPITAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
A nurse’s role in hospital design and development (Dreger) 14 N

HOWLETT, MARYLIN
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ju

HOWSE, EVA
Who will teach the nurses of the future? (Bartfay) 24 S

HUMBERT, JENNIE
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

HYPERTENSION
Nurses have a role to play in public education on hypertension 10 Al

IMMUNIZATION EDUCATION INITIATIVE
Immunization Education Initiative: Helping to fill the education gap 4 Al

IMMUNIZATION PROGRAMS
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Al

Immunization Education Initiative: Helping to fill the education gap 4 Al

Raising awareness of the importance of immunization 5 Al

INDONESIA
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S

SNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al

INDONESIAN NATIONAL NURSES ASSOCIATION
Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al

INFLUENZA, HUMAN
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N

Public health infrastructure needs investment (Wilson) 44 Ja

INTERAGENCY COALITION ON AIDS AND DEVELOPMENT
Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma

INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION FOR NURSING PRACTICE
The state of nursing informatics in Canada (Hannah) 18 Ma

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju

CNA brings voice of Canadian nurses to international conference 15 Ma

CNA director joins state visit: Charting progress and examining challenges in Africa 20 Fe

The collaboration continuum; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ju

Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS 8 Mr

A first-hand account of how Canada is changing the lives of Afghan women (Webber) 14 Ja

From the state visit blog: South Africa (Webber) 23 Fe

Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja

Highlights from the board meetings 16 S

International health partnerships in action 12 Ja

Internship opportunity in international health 14 Ma

New DVD addresses the stigma of HIV/AIDS 15 Ju

Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against

Research resulted in awareness and improvements 16 Ja

Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju

The state of nursing informatics in Canada 18 Ma

Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouilet, Thrasher, Gartner, Stevenson) 18 Ju

The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Payne) 19 Oc

The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

Educatiing for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al

Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

College launches TV handwashing campaign 8 Ja

The state of nursing informatics in Canada 18 Ma

Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Ouilet, Thrasher, Gartner, Stevenson) 18 Ju

The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc

Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, McGonigal, Syverson) 29 Ja

Effective leadership is essential in creating healthy work environments 8 Fe

Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe

Publication tackles effect of climate change on health 6 Ja

CNA calls for action on human resources strategy 10 Ja

Collaboration and innovation needed to address shortage (Smadu) 3 Al

CRNE data provide a snapshot of new nurses 12 Ma

CRNE reports benefit educators and HHR planning 17 Ju

Getting creative with recruitment and retention 7 N

Meeting our potential—and changing the course of health care (Auffrey) 3 No
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Drouhage, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

LINKEWICH, BARBARA
Educatung for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Sevean, Habijan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al

LITTLE, LISA
Unhealth¥ work environments take a toll: Real change a must 32 Fe

LOBBYING
Acting on our social conscience (Auffrey) 3 Ja
Raising awareness of the importance of immunization 5 Al

LOYESY, RACHELLE E.
Passion for nursing rekindled (Hogan) 35 Ja

MACCORMACK, DIANE
Teleunoring in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, Barwich) 24 Ma

MACFARLANE, ELLEN
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (Milliken, Ouellet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju

MACINTOSH, JUDY
The rise of accelerated baccalaureate programs (Ouellet) 28 S

MACKAY, MARY
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, Lawson) 23 Ju

MALARIA
Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N

MANITOBA
College launches TV handwashing campaign 8 Ja

MARRIE, THOMAS J.
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake) 23 N

MAURITUS
SNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

McCALL, JANE
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

MCCARTHY, KAREN
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories (editorial) 2 Al

Building. Creating. Connecting. Meet the journal team (editorial) 2 Ma

Leadership in action (editorial) 2 Fe
Seizing opportunities to take action (editorial) 2 Mr

MCCORMACK, DIANE
Teleunoring in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, Barwich) 24 Ma

MCCONNELL, ELLEN
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Donner, Wheeler) 28 Ma

MEDICAL INFORMATICS
Blending technology and practice (Donner, Wheeler) 32 Ma

Canada Health Infoway announces support network for clinicians 9 N

CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma

Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Scott) 28 Ma

Creating and reporting learning cultures in healthcare organizations (Jeffs, Baker) 16 Mr

KHAN, KOUSHAMBHI BASU
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

KILPATRICK, CATHERINE
Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Sherrington, Third) 8 Ma

KORTES-MILLER, KATHY
Educatung for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habijan, Poling, Bailey) 24 Al

KRAFT, JANE
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Scott) 28 Ma

LAKE, ROB
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Marrie) 23 N

LAW, MADELYN
Creating and reporting learning cultures in healthcare organizations (Jeffs, Baker) 16 Mr

LAWSON, BEVERLEY
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, MacKay) 23 Ju

LEADERSHIP
Effective leadership is essential in creating healthy work environments 8 Fe

The EXTRA difference: Leadership development 14 Al

Leadership in action; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Fe
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Donner, Wheeler) 24 Fe
We must use our voices and speak up about nursing (Smadu) 3 Fe

LEAHEY, MAUREEN
Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Harper-Jaques, McGregor, Syverson) 29 Ja

LEGAVIL, FRANCES
Creating and reporting learning cultures in health-care organizations (Law, Baker) 16 Mr

MEDICAL ERRORS
Identifying risk: The limitations of incident reporting (Burkoski) 12 Mr

MALARIA
Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N

MEDICAL EDUCATION
Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N

MENDELSON, JON
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Donner, Wheeler) 24 Fe

MICHAUD, SUZANNE L.
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlrich, Giblin) 10 Ju

MILLIKEN, JANE
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Ouellet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju

MONITORING
Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGregor, Syverson) 29 Ja

MENTORS
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Donner, Wheeler) 24 Fe

MICHAUD, SUZANNE L.
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlrich, Giblin) 10 Ju

MOSGROVE, JANE
Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N

MURPHY, MYRA
Nursing the needs of the body, mind and spirit 6 Ju

MUSEUMS
Museum takes history online 7 Ja
Passion for nursing rekindled 35 Ja

AGLE, LYNN M.
Embracing information technology — A two-way street 40 Mr

NATIONAL QUALITY INSTITUTE
CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N

NATIONAL STROKE NURSING COUNCIL
National Stroke Nursing Council promotes leadership, education, research 10 Al

NEONATAL NURSING
Association committed to health and wellness
of neonatal nurses, newborns and their families
10 Mr
NEOPLASMS
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Al
Cancer changes Donald MacDonald’s perspective on life—and how she teaches (Tosh-Kennedy) 17 Al
NEUDORF, KIM
Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Brown, Poitras, Rodger) 29 Mr
NEW BRUNSWICK
Nursing the needs of the body, mind and spirit (Murphy) 6 Ju
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
Men in nursing: Making the right choice (Meadus, Twomey) 13 Fe
Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja
Research resulted in awareness and improvements (Fletcher) 16 Ja
Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja
NICARAGUA
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
SNAPP representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma
SNNPAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S
NICKLIN, WENDY
The quality journey—advancing patient safety 44 Mr
NOVA SCOTIA
CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ju
NurseONE
Health informatics training pilot available on NurseONE 21 N
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S
NURSE PRACTITIONERS
Advanced nursing practice: Gaining momentum 12 Al
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N
Nurse practitioners may soon have expanded prescribing authority 18 N
NURSE PROFILES
Blending technology and practice (Donner, Wheeler) 32 Ma
Cancer changed Donald MacDonald’s perspective on life—and how she teaches (Tosh-Kennedy) 17 Al
A champion of diversity (Priest) 18 Fe
Donna Hagerty: A source of inspiration, information and hope for parents and their children (Tosh-Kennedy) 18 Mr
Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N
Joanne Olson: A leader in academia and the parish community (Mosgrove) 28 Ju
Tackling public health—at home and abroad—is a labour of love (Priest) 27 Ja
NURSES, MALE
Increasing the numbers (Tosh-Kennedy) 17 Fe
Men in nursing: Making the right choice (Meadus, Twomey) 13 Fe
New Canada-wide group promotes men in nursing 7 Oc
NURSE’S ROLE
Acting on our social conscience (Auffrey) 3 Ja
Framework offers a common understanding of RN practice 13 Oc
The quality journey—advancing patient safety (Nicklin) 44 Mr
We must use our voices and speak up about nursing (Smadu) 3 Fe
NURSE STAFFING AND PATIENT SAFETY
KNOWLEDGE NETWORK
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S
NURSING LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Collaboration and innovation needed to address shortage (Smadu) 3 Al
Seizing opportunities to take action; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Mr
We must use our voices and speak up about nursing (Smadu) 3 Fe
NURSING RESEARCH
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc
National Stroke Nursing Council promotes leadership, education, research 10 Al
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Achieving high-quality workplaces by sharing responsibility for action (Smadu) 2 N
Charter signatories leading by example 17 S
Creating healthier workplaces 9 Fe
CRNNS sets an example of workplace excellence 6 N
Developing high-quality health-care workplaces: Facilitators and barriers (Domm, Smadu, Eisler) 11 N
Effective leadership is essential in creating healthy work environments 8 Fe
Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe
Practice environments: What’s new at CNA? 11 Ja
Quality work environments: The time is now (McGillis Hall) 52 N
A question of balance (Donner, Wheeler) 37 N
QWQHC report offers route to sustainable health care 5 Ju
Stories for Safety: Sharing the evidence 7 Mr
Unhealthy work environments take a toll: Real change a must (Little) 32 Fe
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING
Members’ focus is the health and safety of workers 21 N
ONTARIO
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Getting creative with recruitment and retention 7 N
Giving access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Knill, Sherrington, Third) 8 Ma
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N
SARS commission could have gone further, says RNAO 8 Al
OUELLET, LOUISELLE L.
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Thrasher, Gurtner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju
The rise of accelerated baccalaureate programs (MacIntosh) 28 S
OUTCOME ASSESSMENT (HEALTH CARE)
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft, Scott) 28 Ma
The state of nursing informatics in Canada (Hannah) 18 Ma
PAIN
April hints at spring, offers a diverse mix of stories; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Al
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al
Nurses enhancing the quality of pain management 19 S
PALLIATIVE CARE
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al
Teleduring in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma
PANORAMA (PAN-CANADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM)
Public health surveillance system to be delivered in 2007 6 Ma
PARISH NURSING
The collaboration continues; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ju
Joanne Olson: A leader in academia and the parish community (Mosgrove) 28 Ju
Nursing the needs of the body, mind and spirit (Murphy) 6 Ju
PATIENT CARE TEAM
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ju
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N
PATIENT DISCHARGE
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc
PATIENT EDUCATION AS TOPIC
Donna Hagerty: A source of inspiration, information and hope for parents and their children (Tosh-Kennedy) 18 Mr
Immunization Education Initiative: Helping to fill the education gap 4 Al
Joanne Barry: Reaching out to educate about breast health (Mosgrove) 34 Oc
Nurses have a role to play in public education on hypertension 10 Al
PATIENT SAFETY
Applications open for studentships in patient safety 7 Mr
CNA resources support nurses in advancing patient safety 9 Mr
Creating reporting and learning cultures in health-care organizations (Jeffs, Law, Baker) 16 Mr
Identifying risk: The limitations of incident reporting (Burkoski) 12 Mr
Patient safety high on our agenda (Auffrey) 3 Mr
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The quality journey—advancing patient safety (Nicklin) 44 Mr
Seizing opportunities to take action; editorial (McCarthy) 2 Mr
Sign up for patient safety virtual network 18 S
Stories for Safety: Sharing the evidence 7 Mr
Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Brown, Neudorf, Poitras, Rodger) 29 Mr

PATIENT SIMULATION
Simulation in acute care supports clinical nurse educators (Reid) 6 Fe

PAULY, BERNADETTE (BERNIE)
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Goldstone, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc

PAYNE, SARAH
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Gold) 19 Oc

PERSONNEL SELECTION
Getting creative with recruitment and retention 7 N
Increasing the numbers (Tosh-Kennedy) 17 Fe
Men in nursing: Making the right choice (Meadus, Twomey) 13 Fe

PIKE-MACDONALD, SANDRA
Promoting safe drinking water (Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja

POITRAS, CHRIS
Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Brown, Neudorf, Rodger) 29 Mr

POLING, MARGARET
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja

PREJUDICE
Cultural competency starts with respect (Smylie) 48 Oc

PRIEST, ALCIA
A champion of diversity 18 Fe
Tackling public health—at home and abroad—is a labour of love 27 Ja

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE
Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Todd, Howlett, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ju
Integration of nurse practitioners into a family health network (Humbert, Legault, Dahrouge, Halabisky, Boyce, Hogg, Amos) 30 N

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Getting creative with recruitment and retention 7 N

PUBLIC HEALTH
Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja
Public health infrastructure needs investment (Wilson) 44 Ja
Public health surveillance system to be delivered in 2007 6 Ma
ackling public health—at home and abroad—is a labour of love (Priest) 27 Ja

PUBLIC OPINION
Witnessing PQRST in action (Smadu) 3 Ju

QUALITY WORK-LIFE-QUALITY HEALTH-CARE COLLABORATIVE
Charting signatories leading by example 17 S
Creating healthier workplaces 9 Fe
Quality work environments: The time is now (McGillis Hall) 52 N
QWQC report offers route to sustainable health care 5 Ju

REFUSE DISPOSAL
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry, Skiehar) 22 Ja

REGISTERED NURSES’ ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO
Effective leadership is essential in creating healthy work environments 8 Fe

REHABILITATION
Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Kmill, Sherrington, Third) 8 Ma

REID, ANDREW
Simulation in acute care supports clinical nurse educators 6 Fe

REIMER KIRKHAM, Sheryl
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

RESEARCH SUPPORT AS TOPIC
Fostering excellence in nursing education research 47 S

RISK MANAGEMENT
Creating reporting and learning cultures in health-care organizations (Jeffs, Law, Baker) 16 Mr
Identifying risk: The limitations of incident reporting (Burkoski) 12 Mr

ROBERTS, DELLA
Telehospiring in hospice palliative care (Tyayer, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma

RODGER, KATHY
Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Brown, Neudorf, Poitras) 29 Mr

ROSCHYUK, RHONDA
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Younge, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N

RUSSIA
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju
The collaboration continuum; editorial (Auffrey) 2 Ju

RUSSIAN NURSES ASSOCIATION
Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Uhlich, Michaud, Giblin) 10 Ju

SAFER HEALTHCARE NOW
Patient safety high on our agenda (Auffrey) 3 Mr

SASKATCHEWAN
CNA moves forward on e-nursing strategy 11 Ma
CNA takes the lead in Canada Health Infoway’s C-HOBIC project 18 S
Developing high-quality health-care workplaces: Facilitators and barriers (Donnm, Smadu, Eisler) 11 N

SCOTT, PEGGY
Computerized client assessments: A change in practice (Kraft) 28 Ma

SEMEIUK, PAT
Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Tan, Anderson) 24 Oc

SEVENAN, PATRICIA
Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al

SEVERE ACUTE RESPIRATORY SYNDROME
SARS commission could have gone further, says RNAO 8 Al

SHAW-DAGLE, CHRISTINE
Take 5: Bringing research and library services to front-line stuff in a community hospital (Fallis) 10 S

SHERRINGTON, LAURIE
Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Kmill, Sherrington) 22 Ja

SMADU, MARLENE
Promoting environmentally responsible health care (Gaudry) 22 Ja

SMYIE, JANET
Cultural competency starts with respect 48 Oc

SOUTH AFRICA
Facing stigma: The challenge of AIDS 8 Mr
From the state visit blog: South Africa (Webber) 23 Fe
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
New DVD addresses the stigma of HIV/AIDS 15 Ju
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
SNNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S
South African government increases compensation for nurses 6 Oc

SOUTHERN, LAURA
Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGonigal, Syverson) 29 Ja

SPAIN
Thinking, looking and learning globally (Smadu) 2 Oc

STATISTICS CANADA
Leveraging the evidence to improve quality of care 10 Fe

STEVENVSON, KATHERINE COX
Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Milliken, Oueltet, Thrasher, Gartner, Harder) 18 Ju

STORCH, JANET L
Enduring values in changing times: The CNA codes of ethics 29 Al

STREET DRUGS
The ethical, legal and social context of harm reduction (Pauly, Goldstone, McCall, Gold, Payne) 19 Oc
Working toward accessible, equitable care (Auffrey) 3 Oc
STRENGTHENING NURSES, NURSING NETWORKS AND ASSOCIATIONS PROGRAM

CNA brings voice of Canadian nurses to international conference 15 Ma
Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
SNNNAP representatives witness progress in visit to Latin American partners 14 Ma
SNNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

STRESS, PSYCHOLOGICAL

A question of balance (Donner, Wheeler) 37 N

STROKE

National Stroke Nursing Council promotes leadership, education, research 10 Al

STUDENTS, NURSING

Applications open for studentships in patient safety 7 Mr
CASN launches website on pandemic planning 6 Ma
Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Yonge, Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N
Unsafe student clinical performance calls for a systematic approach (Brown, Neudorf, Poitras, Rodger) 29 Mr

SWEATMAN, LOUISE

Reaching milestones in regulation 40 Al

SYVERSON, ALANA

Integrating mental health into urgent care in a community health centre (Southern, Leahey, Harper-Jaques, McGonigal) 29 Ja

TAN, ELSIE

Easing the transition between hospital and home: Translating knowledge into action (Baumbusch, Semeniuk, McDonald, Khan, Reimer Kirkham, Anderson) 24 Oc

TARKO, MIKE

The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Wilson) 8 Oc

TAYLOR, CAROLYN

Telehealth in hospice palliative care (Roberts, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma

TELEMEDICINE

Educating for tomorrow: Enhancing nurses’ pain management knowledge (Linkewich, Sevean, Habjan, Poling, Bailey, Kortes-Miller) 24 Al
Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Knill, Sherrington, Third) 8 Ma
Telehealth in hospice palliative care (Roberts, Tayler, MacCormack, Barwich) 24 Ma

TERMINOLOGY AS TOPIC

The state of nursing informatics in Canada (Hannah) 18 Ma

THAILAND

Thinking, looking and learning globally (Smadu) 2 Oc

THIRD, GWEN

Increasing access to cardiac rehabilitation through telemedicine technology (Knill, Sherrington) 8 Ma

THRASHER, CHRISTINE

Overcoming the challenges of providing clinical/practice education (MacFarlane, Miliken, Ouellet, Gartner, Harder, Stevenson) 18 Ju

TODD, CAROL

Family practice/primary health care nurses in Nova Scotia (Howlett, MacKay, Lawson) 23 Ja

TOMBLIN MURPHY, GAIL

Strengthening the evidence, building capacity for our future 48 Ju

TOSH-KENNEDY, TARA

Cancer changed Donalda MacDonald’s perspective on life—and how she teaches 17 Al
Donna Hagerty: A source of inspiration, information and hope for parents and their children 18 Mr
Increasing the numbers 17 Fe

TRIHALOMETHANES

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja

TUBERCULOSIS

Strengthening the role of nurses in the fight against tuberculosis 16 Al

TWOMEY, J. CREINA

Men in nursing: Making the right choice (Meadus) 13 Fe
Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja

UGANDA

Gail Fones: Retired nurse brings experience and hope to Uganda (Mosgrove) 35 N

ULICH, CHERYL

Canadians partner with Russians to advance nursing reform (Michaud, Gribbin) 10 Ju

UNITED STATES

Unhealthy work environments take a toll: Real change a must (Little) 32 Fe

UNIVERSITY HEALTH NETWORK

Online Nursing Channel showcases captivating stories 5 Fe

VACCINATION

Model empathy and respect when immunizing children who fear needles (Ives) 6 Al

VARCOE, COLLEEN

The Healthcare Professional’s Guide to Clinical Cultural Competence; book review 6 Mr

VIETNAM

Highlights from the board meetings 16 S
Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N
SNNNAP partners benefit from workshop at ICN conference 19 S

VIETNAM NURSES ASSOCIATION

Nursing leadership is crucial in the fight against HIV/AIDS 20 N

VILLENUEVE, MICHAEL

ACEN welcomes new executive director 11 Fe
Reflections on a friend 48 S

VOLUNTARY WORKERS

Passion for nursing rekindled (Hogan, Lovesy) 35 Ja

VON CANADA

VON celebrates 110th anniversary: Seeks connection with alumni 8 Ju

WATER POLLUTION

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja
Research resulted in awareness and improvements (Fletcher) 16 Ja

WATER SUPPLY

Promoting safe drinking water (Pike-MacDonald, Best, Twomey, Bennett, Blakeley) 14 Ja
Research resulted in awareness and improvements (Fletcher) 16 Ja

WEBBER, JUNE

A first-hand account of how Canada is changing the lives of Afghan women 14 Ju
From the state visit blog: South Africa 23 Fe

WHEELER, MARY M.

Blending technology and practice (Donner) 32 Ma
Mentoring as a leadership development strategy (Donner) 24 Fe
A question of balance (Donner) 37 N

WILSON, ELINOR

Public health infrastructure needs investment 44 Ju

WILSON, SILVIA

The LGBT Health Matters Project (Dunn, Turko) 8 Oc

WOMEN’S HEALTH

A first-hand account of how Canada is changing the lives of Afghan women (Webber) 14 Ju
From the state visit blog: South Africa (Webber) 23 Fe

WORLD HEALTH

Workshop explores globalization 12 Ja

YONGE, OLIVE

Nursing students’ general knowledge and risk perception of pandemic influenza (Rosychuk, Bailey, Lake, Marrie) 23 N

ZAMBIA

Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja

ZAMBIA NURSES ASSOCIATION

Grant supports HIV/AIDS priority issues 12 Ja
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